A transport model and constitutive equation for oppositely charged polyelectrolyte mixtures with application to layer-by-layer assembly.
We develop a general framework for transport of polyions, solvent and salt, with intended application to Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly of polyelectrolyte monolayers (PEMs). The formulation for the first time includes electrostatics, chemical potential gradients, and mechanical stress gradients as driving forces for mass transport. The general model allows all species to be mobile throughout the process and avoids the assumptions of stepwise instantaneous equilibrium and/or immobilized structures typical of previous approaches, while reducing to these models in appropriate limits. A simple constitutive equation is derived for a mixture of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes that accounts for network strand dilution and cross-chain ion pairing by appending reactive terms to the Smoluchowski probability diffusion equation for network strand end-to-end vectors. The resulting general framework encompasses the Poisson equation describing the electrostatic potential distribution, an osmotic pressure balance, a stress constitutive equation, and a generalized flux law of polymer transport. The computational domain is split into a PEM phase and an external solution phase with an appropriate boundary condition derived for the interface between the two. The mobile species (water and small salt ions) are taken to be in a state of dynamic equilibrium with their distributions enslaved to the perturbations in the two polyion compositions. The proposed model captures the swelling response of PEM films to external solutions. For the first time, we studied the effects of the temporal evolution of electrostatic and stress distribution on the rate of chain loss and absorption during rinsing and dipping of an idealized and arbitrarily selected and rigid brush layer into external solutions. The temporal evolution provides a kinetic basis for the ability of LbL films to grow under conditions that thermodynamics alone suggests would cause them to be washed away and to account for partial desorption during washing. The proposed transport framework constitutes a solid basis for eventual quantitative modeling of LbL assembly and transport in polyion networks more generally.